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Abstract—In this study, we present a meta-learning model to
adapt the predictions of the network’s capacity between viewers
who participate in a live video streaming event. We propose the
MELANIE model, where an event is formulated as a Markov
Decision Process, performing meta-learning on reinforcement
learning tasks. By considering a new event as a task, we design an
actor-critic learning scheme to compute the optimal policy on es-
timating the viewers’ high-bandwidth connections. To ensure fast
adaptation to new connections or changes among viewers during
an event, we implement a prioritized replay memory buffer based
on the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the reward/throughput of
the viewers’ connections. Moreover, we adopt a model-agnostic
meta-learning framework to generate a global model from past
events. As viewers scarcely participate in several events, the
challenge resides on how to account for the low structural
similarity of different events. To combat this issue, we design
a graph signature buffer to calculate the structural similarities
of several streaming events and adjust the training of the global
model accordingly. We evaluate the proposed model on the link
weight prediction task on three real-world datasets of live video
streaming events. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed model, with an average relative gain of 25%
against state-of-the-art strategies. For reproduction purposes, our
evaluation datasets and implementation are publicly available at
https://github.com/stefanosantaris/melanie

Index Terms—Meta-reinforcement learning, graph signatures,
video streaming

I. INTRODUCTION

Live video streaming services have been widely adopted
by large enterprises to enable the communication among
thousands of employees who are located at different offices
across the world. Accounting for the high impact of video
to the employee engagement and productivity, Fortune-500
companies converted more than 93% of their physical to live
video streaming events [1]. However, network inefficiency and
bandwidth congestion is experienced when several employ-
ees attend a high-quality live video streaming event at the

Fig. 1. (a) A distributed live video streaming process in enterprise offices with
limited network capacity. (b) Selection process of each viewer’s connections
via the tracker.

same time. This negatively impacts the performance of the
event, with more than 50% of the viewers not attending the
overall event [2]. To address this problem, large enterprises
exploit distributed solutions provided by live video streaming
companies e.g., Hive Streaming AB1. Such solutions leverage
the office’s internal high-bandwidth network to efficiently
distribute the live video stream between viewers [3], [4]. For
example, as shown in Figure 1(a), Viewers 1 and 3 directly
connect to the Content Delivery Network (CDN) through a
low-bandwidth connection to download the live video stream
of the presenter. Viewers 1 and 3 exploit the internal high-
bandwidth network to distribute the live video stream to
Viewers 2 and 4, respectively. Then, Viewers 2 and 4 distribute
the video stream to the remaining viewers at the same office,
for example to Viewers X and Y , accordingly.

To immediately select the internal high bandwidth con-
nections, distributed video streaming solutions require prior
knowledge of the company’s network topology, for instance,
Viewers 1 and 2 are in the same Office 1. Such information
is not always feasible to be acquired, since large enterprises
regularly adapt their network [3]. Therefore, it is essential
to predict the network capacity of each connection in real-
time during the live video streaming event based on the
observed viewers’ interactions. To infer the high-bandwidth
connections, each viewer periodically reports various data,
such as throughput, interactions, and so on, to a centralized
server, namely tracker. The tracker exploits the reported data
to predict the network capacity among any two viewers of

1https://www.hivestreaming.com/
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the event. Then, the tracker selects the connections with
the highest predicted throughput of the viewers and adapts
their connections. For example, as shown in Figure 1(b),
the tracker probes Viewer 4 to adjust the low-bandwidth
connection (10 Mbps) with Viewer 2 and connect to Viewer 3
with a high-bandwidth connection (100 Mbps). The problem
of selecting the proper connections among viewers becomes
even more challenging at the beginning of the event, only
after “exploring” a limited number of connections. To avoid
network congestion, it is necessary to predict the best possible
connection almost immediately. Nonetheless, this might only
be possible by relying on the knowledge from the similar
events that happened in the past on the same or similar
networks.

The viewers’ interactions during a video streaming event
can be modeled as a temporal interaction network. The edge/
interaction weight of the network corresponds to the mea-
sured throughput of the connection among two nodes/viewers.
Graph representation learning has been proven to be an
efficient strategy to learn low-dimensional node embeddings
that capture the evolution of the network [5]–[8]. Baseline
approaches exploit Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [6],
[7], self-attention mechanisms [8] and Long-Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTMs) units [5] to capture the network’s evolution.
Although evolving graph representation learning strategies can
capture the temporal evolution of the graph, such strategies do
not necessarily work on streaming events. At the beginning of
a live video streaming event a viewer may have more low-
bandwidth interactions than high-bandwidth connections [9].
Existing strategies learn to accurately predict the low weight
edges/interactions and require a large number of interactions
to estimate the high weights of the connections among view-
ers [3], [6]. The challenge here is how to accurately predict
the high weights of the edges/interactions, given only a few
interactions per viewer. Recently, graph representation learning
approaches have been proposed to predict the high weights of
edges/interactions in a live video streaming event [3], [10].
However, these approaches exploit the viewers’ interactions
in a single event, ignoring the knowledge of past live video
streaming events.

Extracting knowledge from past streaming events is a chal-
lenging task, as a significantly low number of viewers attends
multiple live video streaming events, as it will be demonstrated
in Section I of our supplementary [11]. In addition, each event
has different network characteristics such as edges/interactions
weight distribution, viewers’ emerging patterns, and so on.
Therefore, each live video streaming event is considered as a
new task, which the prediction model needs to adapt. Meta-
Learning has achieved remarkable performance on computing
generic models, able to adjust to new tasks when only a limited
amount of information is available [12]–[14]. The goal of
meta-learning is to derive a global knowledge from previous
experiences, so as to rapidly adapt to a new task with only
a small amount of training data. Meta-learning approaches
have successfully been employed on various machine learning
tasks, such as image classification [15]–[17] and recommender

systems [14], [18]. However, meta-learning on graphs, where
each task corresponds to a new graph, has received lit-
tle attention. Meta-Graph adopts the Model-Agnostic Meta-
Learning framework [13] and graph signature functions [19]
to perform link prediction on new graphs with limited edges
[12]. Nonetheless Meta-Graph works on static graphs, and
does not reflect on the dynamic case of live video streaming
events. Recently, GELS employed gradient boosting to extract
information from past streaming events for improving user
experience [9]. However, GELS considers equal contribution
of each event when learning the global model. Provided that
each event exhibits different characteristics, it is essential to
compute the similarity of different events and generate an
accurate global model.

In this paper, we propose a Meta-rEinforcement LeArNing
model via buffering graph sIgnaturEs, namely MELANIE,
making the following contributions: i) We implement a task
adaption component to update the global MELANIE model
for a new streaming event. We adopt the Actor-Critic rein-
forcement learning scheme, where the agent/tracker learns an
optimal policy by incorporating the viewers’ interactions. To
quickly adapt to a new event, we design a replay memory
buffer and prioritize the stored interactions based on the
viewers’ throughput divergence. Hence, the agent/tracker is
trained on diverse experiences and converges to the optimal
policy after a few interactions.; ii) We propose a meta-learning
component to generate the global MELANIE model by combin-
ing the learned policy by the task adaptation component of the
current live video streaming event and the previously trained
events. We formulate two objective functions to update the
actor and critic parameters, respectively, based on the struc-
tural similarities of different streaming events; iii) We design
a graph signature memory buffer in the meta-learning com-
ponent to compute the network’s structure similarity between
different events. In doing so, we enforce to produce similar
representations of viewers with high structural similarities in
different events. The graph signature memory buffer allows the
meta-learning component to generate the global MELANIE
model by generalizing over several events with a few common
viewers.

Our experiments on three real-world datasets, generated by
live video streaming events, demonstrate that superiority of
MELANIE over several baseline approaches. The remainder
of the paper is organized as follows, in Section II we formally
define the problem of meta-reinforcement learning in live
video streaming events and detail the proposed MELANIE
model in Section III. Our experimental evaluation is presented
in Section IV, and we conclude the study in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A distributed live video streaming event is represented as a
temporal interaction network, which is defined as follows [5],
[6].

Temporal Interaction Network. A temporal interaction net-
work is defined as a graph G = (V, E), with N nodes/viewers
V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} and an ordered sequence of T



Fig. 2. Overview of the MELANIE model, given a new task, that is a new temporal interaction network p(T ). MELANIE consists of (i) the task-adaptation
component on the support set Es and (ii) the meta-learning component on the query set Eq .

node/viewer interactions/connections E = {e1, e2, . . . , eT }.
An interaction/connection etu,v = (u, v, t, btu,v) occurs between
two nodes/ viewers u ∈ V and v ∈ V at time t ∈ R+,
0 ≤ t ≤ T . Each interaction/connection etu,v has a weight
btu,v ∈ Bt, which corresponds to the throughput measurement
of node/viewer u, reported in the tracker. The set Bt contains
the network’s weights at time t.

The nodes/viewers periodically communicate with the
tracker to retrieve the interactions/connections, established
during a live video streaming event (Section I). There-
fore, the tracker is responsible to determine the viewers’
edges/connections. We model the selection of the node/viewer
connections/interactions during a live video streaming event
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP).

Live Video Streaming MDP A MDP is defined as M =
(S,A,P,R, γ), with S, A, P , R and γ being the state, action,
transition probability and reward sets, and the discount factor,
respectively. At each time step t ∈ R+, the tracker/agent takes
an action at ∈ A to connect/interact node/viewer u ∈ V
with node v ∈ V , based on state st ∈ S of the node/viewer
u ∈ V . The tracker receives the measured throughput btu,v
of the interaction etu,v as a reward R(st, at) ∈ R, and the
node/viewer u’s state is updated to st+1 with transition prob-
ability p(st+1|st, at) ∈ P . The objective of the tracker/agent
is to find an optimal policy πθ : S × A → [0, 1], where θ are
the parameters of the policy π, that maximizes the expected
cumulative rewards from any state-action pairs as follows:

Q∗(s, a) = max
πθ

Eπθ{
∞∑
k=0

γkR(s, a)|s = st, a = at}

where Eπθ is the expectation based on the policy πθ, γ is the
discount factor, and R(s, a) ∈ R is the reward received at the
time step t, given the action at taken at the state st.

Finding the optimal policy πθ of the agent/tracker in a live
video streaming event typically requires a large number of
node/viewer interactions to achieve efficient performance. Our
study is inspired by the gradient based meta-learning frame-
work in reinforcement learning (meta-RL), which optimizes
the global policy πθ of the agent over several tasks, so as to
rapidly adapt to a new task [13], [20]. Extracting knowledge
from live video streaming events is defined as the following
meta-RL process:

Meta-RL in Live Video Streaming Events In meta-RL
for live video streaming events, we consider a distribution
of tasks p(T ), where each task corresponds to a live video
streaming event. We denote each task by Ti = (Mi,Gi), where
Mi = (S,A,P,R, γ) and Gi = (Vi, Ei) is the MDP and the
temporal interaction network of the live video streaming event,
respectively. During meta-training, for each task Ti ∼ p(T ) we
divide the node/viewer interactions Ei in a support set Esi ⊆ Ei
and a query set Eqi ⊆ Ei, with Esi ∩ E

q
i = ∅. The agent/tracker

adapts the policy πθ to learn the task Ti based on the loss on
the support set Esi . Then, the meta-learner exploits the query
set Eqi to optimize the global policy πθ across all tasks p(T ).
The goal of meta-RL is to learn a global policy πθ to maximize
the following expected cumulative reward

max
θ

∑
Ti∈p(T )

Eπθ{
∞∑
k=0

γkR(s, a)|s = st, a = at}

III. PROPOSED MODEL

A. Overview of MELANIE

As illustrated in Figure 2, the proposed MELANIE model
consists of two main components: the task adaptation and
the meta-learning component. The goal of the proposed
MELANIE model is to learn a generic model that achieves
fast adaptation to new MDPs, that is new live video streaming
events.

Task Adaptation The role of this component is to adapt the
global policy πθ of the tracker to a new task Ti ∼ p(T ). The
input of the task adaptation component is the support set Esi of
the sampled task Ti. We adopt an Actor-Critic reinforcement
learning scheme to model the interactions between viewers and
the tracker. The policy πθ of the tracker is trained based on
the state-action transitions stored in a replay memory buffer.
Following [21], we prioritize the state-action transitions in
the replay memory buffer based on the KL-divergence of the
viewers’ reward distribution between consecutive time steps.
Provided that most viewer interactions may have low reward
at the beginning of the live video streaming event, we train
the policy πθ on dissimilar experiences.

Meta-learning The role of the meta-learning component
is to evaluate the policy πθ, learned by the task adaptation
component, to the query set Eqi of the sampled task Ti. To



measure the similarity of the sampled task Ti against the
previously trained tasks, we introduce a signature buffer during
the meta-learning process. The signature buffer contains a sig-
nature of each task Ti ∼ p(T ), which represents the structural
information of the task’s network. According to the gradient-
based Model Agnostic meta-learning approach [13], we update
the global policy πθ to generate the global MELANIE model
over all the computed signatures of the tasks.

B. Task Adaptation on the Support Set

The input of the task adaptation component is the support
set Esi of the sampled task Ti ∼ p(T ). Given the viewers’
interactions of the support set Esi , we aim to learn the optimal
policy πθ of the specific task Ti, by adopting a deep RL frame-
work based on the Actor-Critic learning scheme. Therefore,
the task adaptation component consists of three main parts: i)
the Actor network, ii) the Critic network, and iii) the replay
memory buffer.

Actor Network At each time step t, the actor network
takes as input an interaction etu,v ∈ Esi and then generates an
action at for the node/viewer u ∈ Vi of the task Ti ∼ p(T ).
We represent each node/viewer u ∈ Vi with a d-dimensional
node/viewer embedding Xu ∈ Rd based on the node/viewer
features [22]. If the nodes/viewers do not have any node
features, as in the case of live video streaming events, we cal-
culate an embedding look up. Given an interaction etu,v ∈ Esi ,
we compute a ds-dimensional state representation stu ∈ Rds
of the viewer u ∈ Vi, as follows [19], [23]:

stu = gφ(u,N t
u) = σ

( ∑
v∈N tu

cu,vW
SXu

)
(1)

where gφ(u,N t
u) is the attention function of the node/viewer

u ∈ Vi with its neighborhood N t
u = {v : etu,v ∈ Etu},

parameterized by φ = {WS}. The parameter weight matrix
WS ∈ Rds×d is the shared weight transformation of the
node/viewer embedding Xu to a ds-dimensional vector and
σ(·) is the exponential linear unit (ELU) activation function.
The attention coefficient cu,v measures the similarity of the
node/viewer v to the node/viewer u as follows:

cu,v =
exp(ou,v)∑

w∈N tu

exp(ou,w)

ou,v = δ

(
btu,v ·HT [WSXu||WSXv]

) (2)

where btu,v is the connection weight/throughput between
nodes/ viewers u and v at the time step t, || is the concatenation
of the node/viewer representations Xu and Xv , and δ(·) is
the LeakyRELU non-linearity activation function. Provided
that the temporal interaction network Gi of the sampled task
Ti evolves over time, we capture the evolution in the state
representation stu, by parameterizing the attention function
with a 2ds-dimensional graph signature H ∈ R2ds , which is
defined as follows:

H = ψβ(X) = σ(WHX+ bH) (3)

where ψβ is the aggregation of the node representations X to
a N -dimensional signature vector H, parameterized by β =
{WH,bH}. Intuitively, the role of the graph signature H is
to capture the structural and node/viewer features similarities
of the temporal interaction network over time, and bias the
node/viewer feature aggregation towards nodes/viewers with
similar interactions. By computing the graph signature H, we
determine the structural similarity of viewers, and promote
similar viewers in the attention process [19].

The state stu captures the preferences of the viewer u at
the t-th time step. An interaction eu,v with high connection
throughput corresponds to a high attention coefficient cu,v ,
which reflects on the preferences of the viewer u in the
state representation stu. The actor network transforms the state
representation stu of the viewer u ∈ Vi to an N -dimensional
action at vector. In our implementation, we employ a two-
layer perceptron (MLP) on the state representation stu as
follows:

at = πθ(s
t) =MLP (st) (4)

We normalize the action vector at based on the softmax
function and select the node/viewer with the highest value. We
employ the ε-greedy exploration technique to learn an accurate
policy πθ [24].

Critic Network The input of the Critic network is the node/
viewer state stu and the action at generated by the policy πθ.
The critic network outputs a scalar, which is an approximation
of the true state-action value function Qw(s

t, at), that is the
following Q-value function:

Qw(s
t
u, a

t) = fw(s
t
u, a

t) =MLP (stu ⊕ at) (5)

where ⊕ denotes the concatenation of the state representation
stu and the action representation at. Here fw is the Q-value
approximation function paremeterized by w, which consists
of the weights and biases in the MLP. The Q-value function
represents the benefit of the action at generated by the Actor
network, given the node/viewer state stu and the policy πθ.
Following the deterministic policy gradient theorem [25], we
update the parameters θ of the Actor based on the sampled
policy gradient as [24]:

θ ← θ − η∇θLactor(πθ; Esi )

Lactor(πθ; Esi ) =
− 1
K

∑K
t=0 logπθ(a|s)[R(s, a)−Qw(s, a)]|s=st,a=πθ(st)

(6)

where R(s, a) − Qw(s, a) indicates the merit of the action
a, given the state s, compared with the random action, and
η is defined as the step size. The term K is the number of
interactions exploited to train the actor network. The weight
parameters w of the Critic network are updated accordingly via
the temporal-difference learning approach, that is minimizing



the following mean squared error:

w ← w − η∇wLcritic(fw; Esi )

Lcritic(fw; Esi ) = 1
K

∑K
t=0(R(s, a)−Qw(s, a))2|s=st,a=πθ(st)

(7)
Replay Memory Buffer To optimize the Actor and the

Critic networks, we employ a replay memory buffer D, that
contains the D = |D| latest state-action transitions. The
agent/tracker adapts the nodes/viewers connections based on
their reward until the viewers weight/throughput distribution
converges. Therefore, we store the D latest state-action tran-
sitions of the nodes/viewers in the replay memory buffer
D. The replay memory buffer allows the agent/tracker to
learn from earlier memories, and break undesirable tempo-
ral correlations, that is similar state-action transitions in a
short period of time. Instead of exploiting all the state-
action transitions to train the agent, we sample a subset of
the stored transitions. The most popular sampling strategy
is uniform sampling, where each transition in the replay
memory buffer is selected with equal probability [21], [26].
However, provided that in our case the connections at the
beginning of a live video streaming event may be among
viewers with a low network’s capacity, the majority of the
stored state-action transitions in the replay memory buffer have
low reward values. Hence, uniformly sampling the state-action
transitions to train the Actor and Critic network prevents the
agent/tracker to learn from new experiences. To overcome this
problem, we prioritize the state-action transitions based on
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence values DKL(Bt||Bt−1)
of the weight/throughput distribution of each viewer between
consecutive time steps. In particular, to measure the difference
between the weight/throughput distributions Bt and Bt−1 of
two consecutive steps, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
[27] is defined as follows:

DKL(Bt||Bt−1) =
∑
x∈X
Bt(x)log

(
Bt(x)
Bt−1(x)

)
where X is the equally partitioned probability space of the
interactions weight/throughput. A high KL-divergence value
corresponds to significant changes on the weight/throughput
distributions between consecutive live video streaming min-
utes, whereas a low value indicates that viewers converge to
their optimal connections. We retrieve the top-K � D state-
action transitions from the buffer D and train the tracker/agent
based on Equations 6 and 7.

C. Meta-Learning on the Query Set
The goal of the meta-learning component is to learn the

global weight parameters θ and w, so that the actor and critic
networks can quickly adjust to a novel task T . The input of the
meta-learning component is the query set Eqi of the sampled
task Ti ∼ p(T ) and the weight parameters θ and w calculated
by the task adaptation component. According to the gradient-
based model of agnostic meta-learning [13], we update the
weight parameters θ and w on the query set Eqi as follows:

θ ← θ − η∇θLmetaθ (πθ; Eqi )

w ← w − η∇wLmetaw (fw; Eqi )
(8)

where η is the learning rate. We formulate the loss functions
Lmetaθ and Lmetaw as follows:

Lmetaθ (πθ; Eqi ) = Lactor(πθ; E
q
i )− 1

|J |
∑
j∈J KL(Hi||Hj)

Lmetaw (w; Eqi ) = Lcritic(fw; E
q
i )− 1

|J |
∑
j∈J KL(Hi||Hj)

(9)
where the loss functions Lactor(πθ; Eqi ) and Lcritic(fw; Eqi )
measure the accuracy of the actor and the critic networks on
the query set Eqi based on Equation 6 and 7, respectively. The
term (Hi||Hj) is the KL divergence among different graph
signatures. The intuition behind this divergence is to provide
a model with parameters θ and w and generalize over all the
previously trained graph signatures Hj ∈ J .

Graph Signature Buffer The graph signature buffer J
contains the C signatures Hi of each task Ti ∼ p(T ) that has
been previously trained in the past events. Given the graph
signature buffer, we compute the similarity among the newly
sampled task Ti and the C previous trained tasks. During the
update of the parameters θ and w, we minimize the average
divergence of the signature Hi of task Ti and all the stored
graph signatures Hj ∈ J . Provided that different live video
streaming events have a low number of common viewers,
we capture the similarities between the events and promote
similar viewers that attend to more than one event. In doing
so, as we will show in the experimental evaluation, the meta-
learning component can generalize in several divergent live
video streaming events and quickly adjust to new events within
a limited number of viewers’ interactions. Further details about
the proposed MELANIE algorithm can be found in [11].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

TABLE I
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF THE THREE DATASETS.

Datasets LiveStream-1 LiveStream-2 LiveStream-3
#Events 30 30 30
#Offices 62 12 56

#Enterprises 1 1 15
#Viewers (K) 24.752 28.879 148.972

#Connections (M) 1.807 0.590 4.139
Avg. #Events Per Viewer 2.722± 2.061 1.349± 0.883 1.141± 0.348

A. Setup

Datasets In our experiments, we evaluate our proposed
MELANIE model on three real-world datasets [9]. In Table I,
we summarize the statistics of each dataset and we perform
an extensive analysis in Section I of our supplementary [11].

Support/Train and Query/Test Sets In our experiments,
we evaluate our proposed MELANIE model in the link weight
prediction task on the three examined datasets, with 30 tempo-
ral interaction networks (events). For each dataset, we consider
26 live video streaming events as training set, 2 for validation
and 2 for testing. Following [14], we divide the interactions



of each live video streaming event to support set Es and query
set Eq according to the interaction time, with a ratio of 8:2.
The task of link weight prediction is to predict the weight bu,v
of the interaction eu,v ∈ Eq that will occur in the query set
Eq of the test set.

Evaluation Metrics We evaluate the performance of our
proposed model in terms of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
and Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which are defined as fol-
lows:

RMSE =
√

1
|Eq|

∑
etu,v∈Eq

(Q(s, a)−R(s, a))2

MAE =

∑
etu,v∈Eq

(Q(s, a)−R(s, a))2

|Eq|

(10)

where R(s, a) is the reward of the throughput btu,v of the
interaction etu,v ∈ Eq . Note that RMSE emphasizes more
on the large errors than the MAE metric. Therefore, the
RMSE metric indicates if the actions taken by the agent/tracker
significantly deviate from the received reward. In addition, to
measure the performance of our proposed model on how well
it can adapt to new live video streaming events, we report the
average reward received by the N viewers for the actions taken
at each t-th minute based on the interactions in the query set
Eq as follows:

rt =
1

N

∑
etu,v∈Eq

R(s, a) (11)

B. Compared Methods

We evaluate the performance of the proposed MELANIE
model against several graph representation learning strategies:
i) Jodie2 [6] employs recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to
update the node embeddings; ii) EvolveGCN3 [7] exploits
RNNs between consecutive graph convolutional networks;
iii) DySAT4 [8] adopts self-attention mechanism; and iv)
VStreamDRLS5 [3] employs self-attention between consecutive
graph convolutional networks. Moreover, we evaluate Melanie
against the following meta-learning strategies: i) PolicyGNN6

[28] employs deep RL to adapt the aggregation level of
convolutional networks; ii) MetaHIN7 [14] captures different
semantic facets of each node in a global model; iii) Meta-
Graph8 [12] employs model-agnostic meta-learning on static
networks; and iv) GELS9 [9] adopts gradient boosting on live
video streaming events.

2https://github.com/srijankr/jodie
3https://github.com/IBM/EvolveGCN
4https://github.com/aravindsankar28/DySAT
5https://github.com/stefanosantaris/vstreamdrls
6https://github.com/lhenry15/Policy-GNN
7https://github.com/rootlu/MetaHIN
8https://github.com/joeybose/Meta-Graph
9https://github.com/stefanosantaris/GELS

To examine the different components of our model, we
compare the proposed MELANIE model with the following
variants: i) MELANIE-T employs the deep RL scheme de-
scribed in Section III on a single live video streaming event,
without considering the meta-learning component. Moreover,
MELANIE-T adopts uniform sampling in the replay memory
buffer D, instead of the prioritized sampling based on the
KL-divergence. ii) MELANIE-B incorporates the prioritized
based on the KL-divergence replay memory buffer D. Similar
to the MELANIE-T model, MELANIE-B ignores the meta-
learning component. iii) MELANIE-M uses the meta-learning
component in multiple events. However, MELANIE-M gener-
ates a global model, without considering the graph signatures
H stored in the graph signature buffer J . For reproduction
purposes, the source code of the proposed MELANIE model
and its variants are publicly available10.

Environment and Parameter Settings We tuned the hyper-
parameters of each model based on the validation set and
a grid-selection strategy. We repeated our experiments five
times, and the results were averaged over the five trials. In
Section II of our supplementary [11], we detail the experimen-
tal environment and we discuss the hyper-parameter settings.
Moreover, we evaluate the influence of different configurations
of the replay memory and graph signature buffers on the
performance of the MELANIE model.

C. Performance Evaluation

In Table II, we evaluate the performance of the examined
models in terms of RMSE and MAE. The proposed MELANIE
model constantly outperforms the baseline approaches in all
datasets. This suggests that MELANIE can efficiently learn
a policy that accurately represents the temporal interaction
network. Compared with the second best method MetaHIN,
the proposed MELANIE model achieves relative drops 31.8
and 34.9% in terms of RMSE and MAE in LiveStream-1, 19.0
and 33.8% in LiveStream-2, 24.6 and 19.2% in LiveStream-3.
Note that the MetaHIN model outperforms the other baselines,
as it employs a co-adaptation meta-learner component to
capture the facets of new nodes that appear in the temporal
interaction network and have a few number of interactions,
as it happens in the case of live video streaming events.
Instead, the other baseline approaches do not handle well
the case of new nodes with few interactions in the temporal
interaction network. Although MetaHIN works efficiently on
a single temporal interaction network, it ignores the auxiliary
information of other networks, thus having limited prediction
accuracy. MELANIE overcomes this issue by performing
meta-learning to generate a global model not only from a
single event, but also from several past events. Moreover,
we observe that MELANIE constantly outperforms the GELS
baseline. Given that GELS considers equal contribution of
each event during learning, it negatively impacts the model to
derive the similarity between events. In addition, on inspection
of Table II, we observe that MELANIE outperforms all its

10https://github.com/stefanosantaris/melanie
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TABLE II
METHODS’ COMPARISON IN TERMS OF RMSE AND MAE. THE REPORTED VALUES ARE AVERAGED OVER ALL THE INTERACTIONS IN THE QUERY SET Eq

OF THE TEST SET. BOLD VALUES INDICATE THE BEST METHOD.

LiveStream-1 LiveStream-2 LiveStream-3
Baselines RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

Jodie 0.486± 0.122 0.365± 0.075 0.398± 0.042 0.375± 0.122 0.492± 0.016 0.426± 0.023
EvolveGCN 0.521± 0.233 0.496± 0.154 0.402± 0.136 0.366± 0.231 0.566± 0.056 0.464± 0.016

DySAT 0.359± 0.021 0.348± 0.143 0.316± 0.032 0.297± 0.182 0.468± 0.025 0.372± 0.032
VStreamDRLS 0.323± 0.012 0.301± 0.053 0.293± 0.029 0.284± 0.031 0.399± 0.015 0.316± 0.033

PolicyGNN 0.282± 0.105 0.276± 0.084 0.250± 0.014 0.218± 0.029 0.325± 0.052 0.301± 0.017
MetaHIN 0.274± 0.021 0.269± 0.013 0.242± 0.058 0.204± 0.027 0.296± 0.055 0.203± 0.028

Meta-Graph 0.452± 0.057 0.449± 0.030 0.437± 0.016 0.429± 0.053 0.373± 0.026 0.297± 0.018
GELS 0.302± 0.012 0.288± 0.011 0.279± 0.013 0.224± 0.012 0.301± 0.019 0.294± 0.092

MELANIE-T 0.286± 0.032 0.238± 0.012 0.251± 0.106 0.246± 0.37 0.362± 0.027 0.312± 0.023
MELANIE-B 0.263± 0.029 0.224± 0.011 0.241± 0.235 0.198± 0.042 0.355± 0.010 0.295± 0.028
MELANIE-M 0.216± 0.082 0.205± 0.016 0.214± 0.164 0.183± 0.105 0.286± 0.010 0.264± 0.011

MELANIE 0.187 ± 0.042 0.175 ± 0.026 0.196 ± 0.013 0.135 ± 0.052 0.223 ± 0.015 0.164 ± 0.011

variants. According to the performances of the variants we
can measure the impact of the prioritized replay memory
and signature buffers, as well as the meta-learning process
on the link prediction accuracy of MELANIE. We find that
MELANIE-B outperforms MELANIE-T, when the prioritized
replay memory buffer based on the KL-divergence is employed
in the learning process, demonstrating the importance of train-
ing MELANIE on divergent experiences/interactions. More-
over, MELANIE-M achieves superior performance over the
variants MELANIE-B and MELANIE-T, by incorporating the
information of past events via the meta-learning component.
However, MELANIE beats the MELANIE-T variant, showing
that the computation of the graph signatures plays a crucial
role when generalizing over multiple events.

D. Comparison of Meta-learning Strategies

In Figure 3, we present the performance of the examined
meta-learning strategies in terms of RMSE during the evo-
lution of the streaming events. We observe that MELANIE
achieves a low RMSE value at the first minutes of LiveStream-
1 and LiveStream-2. This occurs because each viewer in
LiveStream-1 participates in more than 2 events, as de-
scribed in Section I of our supplementary [11]. Similarly,
the LiveStream-2 events occurred at a low number of of-
fices. Therefore, the temporal interaction networks in the
LiveStream-1 and LiveStream-2 datasets share structural sim-
ilarities, that allows the MELANIE model to accurately learn
a global policy that exhibit fast adaptation to new events in
the first minutes. However, in LiveStream-3 the MELANIE
model requires more streaming minutes (interactions) to adapt
to the new event than in the other two datasets. This happens
because the LiveStream-3 occured at 15 different enterprise
networks. This means that the temporal interaction networks in
LiveStream-3 have limited structural similarities. Nevertheless,
MELANIE still outperforms the baselines in the LiveStream-3
dataset, reflecting the ability of our model to better adapt to

dissimilar new events than the baseline strategies. Moreover,
we observe that Meta-Graph underperforms in all datasets, as
Meta-Graph employs meta-learning on static graphs ignoring
the evolution of the temporal interaction networks. This in-
dicates that capturing the evolution of the network over time
during the meta-learning process has a significant impact on
the link prediction accuracy of the examined models.
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Fig. 3. Performance evaluation of the meta-learning approaches in terms of
RMSE.

E. Average Reward Evaluation

In Figure 4, we demonstrate the ability of MELANIE to
achieve fast adaptation to new events based on the average
reward (Equation 11). The average reward is received by
the agent/tracker as a reward for the connections that the N
viewers have established at each streaming minute of an event.
Therefore, we consider only the approaches that employ deep
RL. Note that PolicyGNN, MELANIE and its variants are
the only examined strategies that adopt deep RL. However,
we omit PolicyGNN from this set of experiments, as the
actions in PolicyGNN correspond to the number of convo-
lutional layers applied on each node that participates in the
network, rather than the actions to select the high-bandwidth
connections between viewers. We observe that MELANIE
constantly achieves higher reward than its variants in a low
number of interactions (streaming minutes). This indicates the
effectiveness of the meta-learning process to correctly learn
a global policy that can efficiently adjust to a new event in
the first streaming minutes. We also observe that the average
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Fig. 4. Average rewards (Equation 11) of MELANIE and its variants.

rewards in MELANIE-T and MELANIE-M converge at a
lower pace than MELANIE. This means that in MELANIE-
T and MELANIE-M the agent/tracker is biased towards the
low-bandwidth connections requiring a significant amount
of interactions to optimize the policy. This occurs because
MELANIE-T and MELANIE-M employ uniform sampling in
the replay memory buffer, instead of prioritizing the state-
action transitions based on the KL-divergence, thus they are
not necessarily trained on divergent interactions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we presented the MELANIE model, a meta-RL
strategy where each task corresponds a live video streaming
event on large enterprise networks. We modeled each event as
a MDP and then apply meta-RL to compute a global policy.
To exhibit fast adaptation to a new event, we train our model
on divergent interactions by prioritizing the stored state-action
transitions in the replay memory buffer based on the KL-
divergence of the viewers’ throughputs between consecutive
streaming minutes. Moreover, we introduced a graph signature
buffer in the meta-learning process to measure the structural
similarity among different events, allowing MELANIE to learn
an accurate global model that generalizes over different events
with less common viewers. Our experiments showed the pro-
posed MELANIE model achieves high link weight prediction
accuracy, with average relative drops 25.1 and 29.3% in terms
of RMSE and MAE against the second best strategy.

Distributing a high-quality live video stream in an enterprise
network is an intensive operation, as network inefficiencies in
several offices negatively impact the performance of the live
video streaming event. As as consequence, a low number of
viewers might attend the event, resulting in limited viewer
engagement [29]. Therefore, distributed live video streaming
solutions require a fast and accurate selection of the high-
bandwidth connections between viewers. Our model can sup-
port large enterprises to exploit the structural information
from different events and efficiently distribute video content
of higher quality, avoiding any network problems. An inter-
esting future direction is to incorporate the video quality of
experience perceived by each viewer in the learned policy of
MELANIE, so as to maximize the user engagement [30].
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